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The Presidents' Chronicle:
50 Years of
',I
;,,1
Iby Meg Fereday ~ ",.:.....:...~-'-~-----~~---.".~-.:,.---'-:.-_-,------------~. .~_ .4",....,."--
The Presidents' Chronicle: 50 Years of > ""fQ.otballgam~about ten.~l!r~~~ ..h\s. .~ ...' "., ~~' ,_ , . ...':z';;"'~
Student Government is Part I oja two part Alma.mater, In BSUstadfi!fit.' . . ". -==-- r UIlS .
series by Meg Fereday on former student A phone call to his widow, M~s. Joyce, '~. :
body presidents. Part Il will appear in next revealed.what .had befallen t~e Inveterate ~_ .••"!YjIF : :;;::::
week's University News. - football fan; Bill Joyce, she said, had spent \ .......-:;;;_ ,.rtI""".
. the last night of his life at a local football .. '_.._ . I'
ITH BSUCELEBRATINGits 50th game. Joyce had been a victim.of a stroke
anniversary, now is the time to which had. left him'. crippled and, he
. stop and take a long look back perceived, "a burden on the familr," Mrs.
ver the school's history, in Joyce explained. On that last night, she
articular.Its political history, . said, "he seemed.happy-serene almost."
and the people who made it. Amongthose But that happy football game, fall of 1979,
whoplayed significant roles in the past and was Joyce's last. The next day, he T' h
present are the presidentsof the Associated, committed suicide at age 66. Mrs. Joyce '., '. '. :..''. .....•....e.
Student Body. . '. said, "He couldn't go on living like he
Although ~o,methmgof a different bre~dwas"hejust couldn't stand it any longer."
than Bocaccios Decameron, or Chauc:r s The couple had been married 34years, and
Tales oj Canterbury, the,. following had two children now ages 30 and 27. --";-'~'-=--------------.-------. '"'1---=--------
presidential tales document piece by piece' .' . I. ." b
.~i.~~§;:~o2i~+:;:~~~jri:2:::~::60::'~~:~'~,9'::"d....···.m.pO SS~.·..•.· ··e
Many of the early presidents cannot be down from his post as college president in
found and are presumably dead; Macabre . 1967,Dr. Eugene Chaffee performed the I)'" '. .
role as the number one catalyst that set the' . .
wheelsofcampusdevelopment in motion. .... .'..... r··. ··e· '. .a. .tn. .... .Chaffee'sdream fOr the campus included
everything from a foot-bridge connecting.
BSU.with Julia Davis Park, to a new I ~. -=-=_-:...__ --:-._...--...--_-...--=_~ _...
football stadium, and a center for the' '1-. R······ .. M'" k
f~;f~=~~ ~~~t~~r~~g~~~:Jsi~~ej~~t~ :1)...•.' ,V,'.' .'-.U ',S S. '. •... a".r.. ' U. .s..
three'decades Boise State University went"· .
from a ..colnmunity college to a junior . ..' .' '.' . . . .. " ".' .. ' . .. .
~:"i'~:~,~,::'i:~i:~··ndij"JlY.mRhotosby Steve ...Milasky
Vouching forChaffee and his.dream· is _
Richard Armstrong, a-I941 .gratluateof
BJCand i\SBp'resident in 1940-41;:
"Whatever you've got there today (at
.BSU;,Chaffee'sJargely responsible.He got
it incorported into the Boiseschoo!system,
and then itwenf state. He was the onewho
.had the dream and he had the vision,!'
Armstrongsaid:.' .... " '. .
Nowa"residem of: New Milford,
Connectlcut;Armsfrong recalls that in the
· faU of his freshmanyear,."We~-Dr .. '
Chaf.feeaiid {::·climbed to 'the top of the .
· AdministrationBuilding, and he told.me of .
hisdrea!n; He looked eas~;,~elooked;west, .
north"artdsouth: and toId:meaQout hmv
· thecampus;wouldgrow"arid ouedi' those
.. . '. "::.>,: the University's 50th
Cdminuedto page~· ..-,. Anniversary celebration. '
i
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. Don Quixote, (played by Victor Chacon) shares thl[ vision oj hislmpossible Dream
with the mesmerized Dulcinea, (played by Pam Picardi." in BS/'s production ojMan.
,of la Mancha•.
"1,_"
.''''When life itself seems lunatic,who
knows where madneSs lies? Too "much
sanity maybe madness. To seek treasure .
where there is only trash. Perhaps to be
practical' is . madness. TO'surrender
dreams":this may be madness. And
maddest of all, toseelife aslt is and riot as
it·ought to be." ' . . .
Mim ojLo;M.anch"a. written by Dale
Wasserman;is based on the classic. 17th.
century noyel. Don Quixot e de La .
Mancha, by Miguel de. Cervantes,',
Wasserman, in ail effort tOC8pture not'
only,thedramaand philo$ophY"Q(Don
Quixote but thestoryof~is c~eatoras well,
has set the piayin a Spanish piisoiland.
madeCervmltesa character in his o~n
sto~y..'Cer,varitesl.'who served' severlil'jail ..
l;entepc~s,.has beenbrought to .prison. to'
(face the Illquisjtion, 'Hj~fello\\,prisoners;
'c.putl1illlon"trial" for beiriganJdealist and '.
· Ii'bad poet-This is a SCamused by the'
·;prisoners lorelievc·J1ew. pri,soners orany
PQsses~ioJ1sthey :may. 4ave .brpught~tp. '.•
· t4em. One orCerVl\l1tes'possessions ishiSc
"'Continued to page 7"
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• SOUP
• SALAD
• SANDWICHES
• DEER
• WINE
• SODA
Monday. Thursday
3 pm to Close
Buy one Large sandwich
and get a Pitcher of
Beer for only $100
'fJ2 Block So. of University on Broadway
Mon-Thur 10:30 am to 10 pm
Fri-Sat 10:30 am to 11pm
Sunday 10:30 am to 7.pm
r-- -----.---'--------------------. ----.-
EARN OVER$900A'MONTH.
AND OPEN THE DOOR TO A TOP
,~NGINEERING FUTU~E.
How many corporations would be willing to pay you over a month
during vour junior and senior years just so you'd join the compan\'
after gri.duation? Under a special !'\avy program we're doing just that,
It's called the Xuclear Pro\,ulsion Officer Candidat"'Gollt>ge Program, .
And under it, vou'll not on " get great \,a\, during vour jonior and
senior years; !iut after graduation' you'l receive a ~:ear of valuable
graduate-level training that is not.available from any other employer,
If you are a junior or senior majoring in math. engineering or
physical sciences, find out more today. And let your career payoff
while st ill in college,
For.more information. call the Xaval ~Ianagl'llwnt Programs Office
at:
800-547-,6737Toll Free,
Name The New Cafeteria Contest
TheStudent Union will be renovating the exisfingsnack bar on the lst flootbeginitingin May and will
be re-opening with anew cafeteria concept next fall. If your entry in the contest is,selected for use by the
Renovation Committee, you could win one or more of the following: " ,
Prize #1: dinner for four at Black Angus Restaurant (limited to $50 value)
Prize #2: a $10 cash; b. $10 cash; c. $10 cash;d. $10 cash; e.$lOcash
Contest is limited to BSU students and employees only, Complete all of the entry form to insure
eligibility, ! '.
Your Name--------------:- #1 Cafeteria Name----'------_
Address;----'------------ #2a. Mexican Food Bar Name-------
----~------------ b. Grilled Food Bar Name~--..:..:.----_
Stu, # or Dept. Name-,---'--------- c. Ala Cane Food Bar Name-,---------
Phone#'------------_ d, Specialty Food Bar Name-~-----
e. Pastry Food Bar Name--------
Additional information on the remodeling project is on display in the Snack Bar.
In 'Boise 4696 Overland Road Phone: 334.1710
In Nampa 1116 Caldwell Blvd. Phone: 467.4441
GETAN EDUCATION
MONEYCAN'TB~
PWS $15.200 FORCOLLEGE.
IJoin the Army for two years. Because not only is the Army one place
where you'll mature in a hurry, it's a great place to get a lot of money for college
fast, too.
You see, if you participate in the Army's college financial assistance pro- .
gram, the money you save for college is matched two-for-one by the govern- "
ruent. Then, if you qualify, the Army will add up to $8,000 on top of that.
That's $15,200 in just two years. For more information, call your college
recruiter,
ARMY:
BEALL YOU CAM HE.,'
GRAND OPENING·
SATURDAY JAN. '30 10-21
». Farl)i1yGameRoom
1032 Broadway
Hours: 110.m. - Midnight 7 days
* Holidays, too!
=cl====='ac=aaaa=
Find it or Flunk: Tours of the
BSU library, open to all comers.
Sign up at the Reference desk this
week. Or call 385-3301 or 3302
for schedule. .
=aaa=a=aa===aa=
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~:I Ddilyspedols6-12pm
6 tokensforS!
·M~Cboples·Nite
T-Lodies Nite
W-Mens'~ite
':Th-Fd~~tyNite
a week
News-Real Wily-Watt
Visitsby Pacific NewsService
Idaho_Housework .HazardsWhat occupation produces more
-Iob-related deaths than.any other?An
Oregonstudy says.it's housekeeping:
housewives have twice the death ratefrom
' breast,ovary, colon, uterus and stomach
cancer as women who work outside the
home. The study blames the statistics on
carcinogens that affect women every
day--indoor pollution, toxic cleansers and
even low-level radiation from TV's and
microwave ovens. Psychological depression
may be another reason for the rising death
rate, according to "Medical Self Care"
magazine, which says stress is resulting in
more drinking, smoking and lack of
exercise among housewives, all of which
makes them less resistant to disease.
, Vegetarian Times
by Janice Pavlic
Secretary of the Interior James Watt was
in Boise last Saturday for a Republican
fund raiser, a separate $250-a-plate dinner
fund raiser for Representative Larry Craig, ,
and a press conference. '
, Prior to his arrival, Watt supporters and
opponents organized a demonstration that
took place Saturday on the parking lot of
the Red Lion Inn Riverside in Garden City;
Supporters were organized by Rayola'
Jacobsen, a Grandview farmer, and Paul
NetttIeton, a Murphy rancher. The
opposition, was organized by members of
Praxis, Earth First!, and the BSU
Conservation Group. Members of the
Idaho Chapter of the SIerra Club, the
Idaho Conservation League, and the Snake
River Alliance were also represented. A
total of 120 dedicated demonstrators from
both, sides rallied for two hours; despite
poor weather conditions.
Watt's opening address during the
Saturday afternoon press conference
covered a narrow agenda. He began by,
praising Senators McClure and Symms and
Representative Craig after reviewing their
individual contributions, Watt said,
"Idaho's fortunate to have these men
coming to Washington and because of
them, in part, we've had a phenomenally
successful year."
He deplored the state of the Department.
of the Interior before he took office, and,
,added that "Congress gave us most of the
money we wanted to restore the parks that
had been allowed to deteriorate in such a
shameful way." s r , , ' ".
Reconstruction of his department includ-
cd broadening the use of federal lands.
Watt said his department has "brought on
considerable resource development to help
the consumers of America." He said
tremendous results have occurred from
greater access to multiple-use land.
Themajority of Watt's press conference
speech was aimed at his critics, to whom he
gave "special thanks;' for turning the
tables on themselves.' ,
He said "Some of the wild accusations
Officer Loses Job for
Complaining of Frivolity
.-\military board ot muuiry has
recommended the discharge of an officer
: ,,110complained 0" "rracticaljokes"
among members of hi, TItan missile unit.
,.\c'l'Ording10 his attorney, Captain James
I<,lIw" was ~oconcerned about the level of
horseplay that he feared he might hesitate
hcforc following an order to "push the
buuon." In a cornplairu to his superiors.
Kanak said he had witnessed "a
c()I1,iderahicdegree of frivolity.
gumcx-playing, practical joking and
haling," He says he was told this was a
"c('i1l111<'nand accepted component of
In;";!e crew duty.' Los Aneeles Times,
.I<1I11I<1/T /}
Draft Officials Have
Access, to, Tax .Info
Even though court decisions have
previously banned such snooping, a
little-noticed change in federallaw--just
signed by President Reagan--now gives the
Pentagon the right to cross-check its own
files with I.R.S. and social security records
to find who hasn't signed up for the draft.
The new law, according to Robert Ellis
Smith. publisher of the Privacy Journal, is
a step backwards to the pre-Watergate era.
He says government snooping has never
.bcen more active. thanks mainly to the
spread of computerization. The Reagan
administration. he contends, is "throwing
caution to the winds," when it comes to
ignoring privacy in the name of
,intelligence-gathering. New York Times,
January 15.
Chastity Drive Begins
The Reagan Administration has written a
new rule barring teenagers from receiving
confidential help from the Nation's 5000
federally assisted family planning clinics.
Health and Human Services Secretary
Richard Schweiker is proposing that clinics
be required to notify parents of anyone
under 18who seeks birth control devices or
prescription drugs for the treatment of '
, venereal disease. The regulation has
writcen with the belief, Schweiker says, that,
teenagers "wili generally benefit from the
exercise of a: parent's mature judgement, ','
in making sex and family planning
decisions. ,
If the ruie is approved--after a required
60 day waitine period for public
comment--it could affect more than
600,000 teenagers who seek confidential,
birth control help each year. Family
planning officials fear the proposal could
drive away as many as half of those
patients-~the number, according to a 1980
survey-who hadn 'ttold their parents they
visited a family planning ,clinic. Sheri
Tepper, the Director of a Denver Planned
Parenthood chapter, says the rule could be
'.a bonanza for abortion clinics and also,
:hamper Reagan budget-cutting efforts! by
increasing the welfare role through
unwanted pregnancies. Denver Post,
.(anuar)' J 6
~, ...
Clockwise from top left: Secretary of the Interior James Watt, in town last Saturday
for .a Republican fundraiser, was greeted by demonstrators at the Red Lion
Inn-Riverside during apress conference. Watt supporters leaning against a tractor hold
signs asking jar a smaller-sized Birds of Prey reserve. Anti- Watt demonstrators march
in front of the hotel sporting an array of signs opposing Watt and his policies.
really hurt, but with hindsight, I see that
the exaggerated accusations of my critics
forced the members of Congress to see
what Jim Watt is really doing to America's
natural resources and environmental
concerns .'
"When Congress looked at the subjects
of dispute, common sense was applied;" he
continued, "and, we never had one vote
against any of the proposed changes that
were brought into being."
"Congress couldn't have supported us if
I hadn't.had such a violent reaction ,from
those.liberals who didn't like to lose access
to power that they had."
He concluded his speech by reiterating
his thanks to the Idaho delegation and
Congress, but reserved special thanks for
the "the severe critics who have helped'
make this a phenomenally successful year."
The controversial Watt spared no
opportunity for frankness about his
politics, religion, constituency or oppo-
nents.
,New Programs
for Writers
Series
by Teresa Zrazik
People gripe that .Boise is a cultural
vacuum. ,People fly' to Seattle or San
Francisco to see play with famous
performers and to experience the arts with
all their sensual delights. This spring the
arts are coming to. Boise.
The Writers and Artists· Series, spon-
sored by Boise Stateo University English
Department and Honors Program and
coordinated by Dr. Robert Papinchak, will
feature four individuals who will present
workshops and lectures in their respective
.areas of expertise. '
On February 9-11, Alice Adams, novelist
and short story writer, will talk about novel
and ,short story writing. Adams hils
published two novels, Listening to Billie
and Rich, Rewards, two short story
collections, Beautiful Girl and To See You
Again, been cited 12 times in the O'Henry
, collection and is regularly published in New
Yorker magazine.
Annick Smith and William Kittredge will
be in Boise March 3-5. Smith will, talk
about her role as Executive Producer of the
critically acclaimed, film ,"Heartland".
"Heartland", 'which won first prize; at the
1980 Berlin Film Festival;·wilr be shown
March 4 atthe Vista Theatre in conjunction
with' Smith's visit. Smith's most recent
work was at Sundance, Robert Redford's
Utah film colony.
William Kittredge, fiction writer, teacher
at the University' of Montana, and former
Stegner fellow 'at Stanford, will SPeak
about his work, experiences and his book
Van Goglz Field and Other Stories.
T ·t · ' Senator Norma Dobler, D-Moscow,, 'n'l', 10,',rr ;seriously doubts that tuition, if made law,I,would directly benefit higher education
since the money would never actuallyh returoto the university in an evenat t e exchange, Instead, she said, tuition monieswould go into 'the general fund where they
should be applied to some other need, such
L" +1' , as state budget deficits. For .example," , ·e', 'gIS, 'a' t, u, ,r, e'," , ' Dobler said, "Four western states haveassessed tuition and all 'four have fallen
back on student fees in times of budgetary
difficulties.' ,
On the House side" Rep. Marguerite
, Mcl.aughlin, D-Orofino, also opposes the
: bill. '
. "I have a fear' that tuition will not
: necessarily enhance education, but will take
, the place of general funding," she said.
Another tuition opponent is Rep. James'
Lucas, R-Moseow. Lucas opposes the
I tuition bill on the assumption that it would
,exclude some, students who would
; otherwise ,be able '.to afford higher
i education; the 'elitist pdnciple.' "Those On April 23,Ivim Doig, of Montana and
that you exclude (by charging tuition) need now living' of Seattle, willspeak about his,
it the most," he said. none fiction semi-autobiographical book,
Lucas stressed that fighting tuitiQn is This House of Sky. '
going to take much' more th~ a ,TheWriters and ArtistsSeries, funded in
letter-writing campaign-·he advocated the part by the National Endowment for the
strategy of massiyestudentlobbying as the Arts, BSU, and local busin~sses will feature
only way to sway legislators from Jhe no poets this' year. Dr; Papinchak said he
pro-tuition side. ' '," ~wanted to' 'present artists of a different
"The fate of this tuition bill dependsfn genre, in a broader format, which
large measure, on students. !fthey d():i translates to more workshop-type pre-
good joboflobbying,theycari well defea( senta~ions.,and less 'reading'. Ar(ists, are
the bill," he added. "all students from ,all selected. on the basis of reputation ,and
, over' the state's schools hav~, to:iobby availability. , ' , "
- that." " Specific dates,.tiines and locations ofthe,
, • Writers arid Artists ,SerieS will be listed in',
." ,_~ Jh,e !J,niversity News. '
by Meg Feredav
A tuition ,bill, brought to the House
Education Committee of the 46th session of
the Idaho Legishiture' was sent toth~
printers Monday,Jan 26. The tuition bill,
sponsored by Rep. Dan KeIlY,R-MountaiiJ,
Home, is compo§~d of three steps: first, the
bill will need a Constitutional amendment
in order to become law, 'since the Idah6
Constitution is interpreted as forbidding
the state to charge tuition. But should the
'Constitution be altered to allow tuition, the
State Board of Education will be able to
charge ,studellts tuition at a rate set by the
legislature. How the legislature will arrive
at the amount to be charged is anybody's
guess, ultimately; but mostobservors 'say
that the figures will be calculated from a
percentage of instructional costs. the
reasoning, behind' the' tuition law, propo-
nentssay, is, to help Idaho's universities
recover from last year's bout with financial
exigency 0- Howe~r, three legislators.
contacted by the' News refuted thai;
rationalization by 'speaking out against
tuition: '
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Editorial:
Second Wind For
The ERA
On monday the Supreme Court ruled to
"stay" Judge Marion Callister's December
23rd decision which said that Congress
acted unconstitutionally by extending the
ratification 'deadline. The ratification
process has been given an opportunity to
continue, but without the Court's blessing
and with the lingering possibility of being
squelched again.
If the Supreme Court' had overturned
Callister's ruling or if it had adhered to the
judge's court decision the issue would have
been simply black or white. The Justice
Department suggested that Callister's
ruling be overturned on the basis that it was
legally premature. That advice was ;not
taken and the decision to, shelve the rulings
paints the issued an undefined gray.
In the meantiine, the National Organiza-
tion of Women (NOW) and ERA
proponents can wipe their brows, call it a
close cal1, and move ahead with
unmitigated speed.
While anti-ERA spokeswomen' Phyllis
Schafly maintains that supporters are
beating a dead horse, El1en Smeal, director
of NOW, asserts that this 'was their needed
reprieve, that the psychological barrier
against ERA has been legally removed.
Although the high court's decision is
detinately not an endorsement of the
ERA's purpose, to' many it will signal
unspoken approval because the Supreme
, Court is revered as the vanguard of prudent
judgement.
The wave of national publicity sur-
rounding the Callister decision is
motivating would-be ERA activists. The
new incentive must be capitalized upon by
overcoming negativity 'and' apathy by
organizing and working for the rightful
'equality that would be guaranteed by the,
Equal Rights Amendment., JP
Eco Controversy
An open letter to Mr. Bill Laurence:
President. The BSU Conservation Group:
After pondering over the' accusations
that were made against the groups that I am
proud to have the privilege of representing,
I decided that a Jetter addressing some of
the issues brought up was in order. While it
seems like that the so-called "establish-
ment," "middle-of-the-road" conservation
groups in adverse political times like these
tend to be more concerned about, their
image rather than the reasons for their
existence (I presume for one minute here'
that it is for preserving the environment
rather than for political advancement of
their leadership), it is very 'refreshing to see
how rapidly the growth has been of a .very
"environmentally extremist" group known
, as Earth First!
More amazing still to hear, is how two of
the leaders of ,',the group, both '" very,
respected former lobbyists of the Sierra
Club, tell how most of the reason that
establishment environmental groups have
recently become. so '::weak and ineffectual"
is that they have-lost sight of both their
heritage and their goals. Just to refresh our
memories for a moment, Bill, in the days
when the Sierra Club and other groups were
the most radical and insistent in their
demands for ,a new environmental
consciousness, were, also the days when
progress was made in an almost' dizzying
fashion. '
Earth Firstl was begun as a group to
enunciate the hardlineradical environmen-
talisrn and curiously enough, seems to be
-the group that Mr. Watt is the most willing
'to confer with. Could this be that the group
reflects Mr. Watt's tendency not to
perform the ostrich act? Perhaps in your
rebuttal to this letter, If it appears
politically safe, you might care to show-
some of the accomplishments that the BSU
conservation group has made with their use
of "conservative,""soft-line" methods. I
'would also like to hear of historical data _
that, \Vc>uldsuggest that, the methods were
effective in other ways, for example, the .
role that middle-of-the-road groups had in
ending the Vietnam war. ,
-Maybe we could all use s~m~ assurance
,\ " •.... \.\.
" .' .., .... '. '...
Just a Pawn In The Arms Race
Tuition
that your organization is accomplishing
something. besides an opportunity for the
advancement of your career and letterhead
to portray a "safe" environmental stance.
Larry Purviance
Member; Earth First
The Innocent Bystander~-----------------=--
Mr. Reagan's S--xPlan
By Arthur Hoppe
Mr. Reagan feels strongly that young people under 18 should seek their parents'
permission before obtaining free birth control devices. And I'm confident he's absolutely
right.
Far be it for me to question Mr. Reagan's judgment on family matters. Gosh all hemlock,
my little family has sure changed for the'better with Nancy and him in the White House to
set an example for us aIL ' ,
Take the other evening. I was sitting watching "Little House on the Prairie" with my
wife, Glynda, who recently quit her job as chief neurosurgeon .at the university to devote
more time to our two children, Mordred and Malphasia. -
Usually, they spend their evenings with us now -- popping corn, reading-aloud from The
Little Lame Prince or just holding family singalongs around the piano. ("God Bless
America" is Glynda's favorite.) ,
_But Mordred was out soliciting casseroles for our church's -Pot Luck Supper' & Square
Dance for Hungry Negro Pople. And Malphasia had a date with Biff Goodley, our high
school's handsome football captain.ito see "Gidget Goes to Washington" for the twelfth
time. Oh, how pretty she looked when she went out the door in her new pleated skirt,
cashmere sweater and saddle shoes.
Anyway, the phone rang and it was Malphasia, "Hi, Daddykins," she said, using her pet
term of endearment, "I'm calling from a pay booth down by Moonlight Lake. Biff thinks
we should become sexually active." •••
"Gee, honey," I said, frowning, "whatdld you say?"
"Well, naturally, Daddykins, I told him I'd have to call you first and ask your
permission." - '
"Naturally. Any decent girl would do the same."
"Of course they would, Daddy. But what to you think?"
"I don't know, dear. You already have so many extracurricular activities what with being
president of the Debby Boone Fan Club and organizing your No-Host Bosco & Oreos
Benefit for Homeless Puppies. Do you think you could still maintain your straight-A
average?" '
"That was the first thing I asked Biff, Daddykins, and he said it wouldn't take up too
, much of my time."
"That's probably true," I conceded.
"Everybody says it's loads of fun and a challenge, too. And Biff says it would be a
, worthy cause as I would be aiding a deprived youth." ' ,
"Don't tell me who," I said. "speaking of worthy causes, though, would you and Biff
consider recycling aluminum cans for the defense effort? Instead?
"Just a minute, Daddykins, I'll askhim ... He says that's a great idea and he wishes he'd
thought of it. Earlier. When the recycling plants were open. But now ... ,,'
. "Okay, dear,hold on while I check wi!p your Mummy." '
, "Biff says could you please hurry, Daddykins? He has to phone his folks for their
permission, too." '
The students of Idaho are once again
being faced with the possibility of in-state
tuition. Representative Dan Kelly (R-
Mountain Home)' is introducing a bill
which would amend the constitution to
allow in-state tuition to be charged.
Kelly's bill would leave to the legislature
the percentage of instructional costs to be
-absorbed by the students. The percentage
would be imposed in addition to the fees
that we now pay. In the bill-there are' no
limitations of the percentage that the
legislature can set, this puts the entire Idaho
educational system at the mercy of the
legislature. . .
We are confronting the tuition issue as a,
strong body which includes all four of the
state's major schools. The students of ISU, '
U of I and LCSC have already started
writing letters to the legislators in their
home districts showing opposition to
_tuition. By having' the largest student
population in the the state BSU can have
the biggest impact' on the outcome of this
legislation, if we will take 5 minutesto write
to out home district legislators.
Call 334-2000 to reach your legislator.
For any further information call me at
345-7413, or leave a message at 385-1440.
" Jay Sullivan
ASBSULobby Director
Mr. Presiden-t
An open letter to the President.
'How can you curb Veteran's benefits
when these men fought and died to keep
this. country free and gave their services
when called upon, in light of the fact that
your predecessor gave amnesty to those'
who refused to serve?
I am, a Vietnam veteran and saddened
.that you would do this to the veterans. ,
Many of those who died were young boys; '
'Fbi: D.A.V. (Disabled American Veter-
ans) have helped me to get back into the
main streaJIl of life. We are the forgotten
heroes--veterans ' who "served for nothing
'and were given nothing. We were given no
parades; no memorials to honor our dead;
no national par]; is dedicated to them. All
we, ' the living, have is the 'Outreach
Centers. where we can "get it all out,"
Continued to pagffl1 •
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I explained the situation to Glynda and shegave the matter her full attention. "Well," she
finally said thoughtfully, "I suppose if Mr.. Reagan hadn't wanted out children to become
sexually active, he wouldn't have them ask for our approval.", ' , '
That certainly made sense. So I'told Malphasia it would be quite all right as long as she
was home by 10:30 and didn't eat the potato chips in the bread box which Mummy was
saving for Tuna Surprise. Anyquestions? '
. "Yes, Daddykins," said Malphasia. ~'What's sex?" ,.
So I was able to advise Malphasiaon What precautions should betaken. And if that
doesn't prove Mr. Reagan right, nothing' wilL "" " .', , .
. For.it shows that every decent young lady likeMalphasia will ask her parents first anyway
before obtaining free birth control devices. And every, indecent one will deserve what shegets. . . -
(CoPyright Chronicle Publishing:Co. 1982)
"RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Must beat least a part. time BSU,
student with touch typing, shorthand or
speed writing, letter composition' and
filing skills.' Should live close to BSU,
must have afternoon hours free, and
work well with people. If interested call
The University News at 385-1464, or
apply 'at our office on the second floor
of the SUB.
ivs ]1IZ( (Thru 31st)
Mon.- Th urs. 7:30-9:00
Friday 7:30-6:00
WE'VE REACHED
soe
The Rotary Foundation seeks
to promote understanding and
friendly relations between peoples
of different nations through
programs such as Graduate
Fellowships, Undergraduate
Scholarships, Technical Training,
Journalism, and Teachers of the
Handicapped' awards. These a-
wards are made to outstanding
students, technicians, journalists
or teachers for one academic year
of study in another country.
District 540 is entitled to three
educational awards for the
1983-84 year.
The candidates may be· gradu-
ate or undergraduate. The appli-
cations and supplementary docu-
ments deadline is 5 February
1982. . For more information,
contact vthe 'Honors Office,
L408G.385-1122:
Student Passes
'BUTWE'RE .:
GETTING BETTER!
F I·LMS Scholarships
7 PM Friday & Sunday Jan. 29 & 31
Ada Lounge ENTR'ACTE
1924. 14 min, B&W.
~-,--, Silent. Directed and edited by Rene
r>, Clair. Clair constructs a narrative
virtually free of plot, using it to
force us to experience visual
conflict and pressuriiation that
leads to a splendid chase in which
all Paris clips. along pursuing a
hearse that has broken loose from
its propelling camel.
THE RIVER
o 1951. 97. min. Color. English
dialog. Directed by Jean Renoir.
The action takes place in Bengal.
Three young women are in love
with one of their cousins wounded
during the war.· who decides to
leave rather than having to choose
among them. h is more than
anything else a film about British
colonialism as seen through the eyes'
of a teenager.
$1.50° Students. $2.50 Non-Students, 10 Ticket Package:
$7.50° Student $12.50 Non-Student .
(OFull-time BSU Student)
Coming Next Week, February 5 &7: From Here to Eternity and The
Ballad of Cable Hogue
January 24, 1982--Boise Urban
Stages general manager Len Engel
announced a new monthly pass
with unlimited' ride privileges for
Boise students will gq on sale
February I.
Engle said' that all full-time
students attending Boise schools
within the bus system's service
area may buy the $14.00 Student
Transit Pass at three locations:
Boise State SUB, City Hall and
B.U;S. offices, 300 S. Avenue A.
"The new fare, never offered
before, is one 'of the lower fares;
equivalent to a 32-cent ride,"
Engel said .
He said there are no age limits
or use restrictions. "However,"
Engle said, "the new monthly
pass Is for full-time students who
mustshow a full-time activity
card at the time of purchase."
Engel said he hopes the new
student fare will boost non-peak
ridershlp to offset costs of
. maintaining hourly bus service
,- during the midday ......
Continued to page 12 •
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Bus fares go up 5¢ a ride. on
February I, 1982 to bring you more
than a nickel's worth of improved
service with ...
r.:-;l.. NEW route improvements coming your way
: t.,.:,. il March 14. 1982.-
'<" (~~,. NEWroutes to high growth areas, .
A NEW Student Monthly Pass,
A NEW route to the PUblic Sofety Complex.
Extra buses on high volume routes when pcssenqer
loads exceed bus capacity,
"Fine-tuned" schedules give BUSmaximum efficiency
by the mile and taxpayers a 'reason to smile.
- GIVING BOISEA BUSSYSTEM
TO BE PROUD:OF
Variable fares: Effective February I, 1982
50¢ Regular Fare
45¢ "Token Tripper" Fare - IOTokens for 54.50.One
token equal to one fare.
40¢R1cle with a $17.50 Unl1m1ted Ride Monthly Pass
(based on an average of 44 rides in' a calendar
month).
25¢ Senior Citizen/Handicapped Fare - Weekdays: .
9:15·a.rn, - 3:15 p.m,
25¢ YoutbFare- Ages 6 through 14 years of age .
.Weekdays: 9:15 c.rn, -3:15 p.m.
25¢ Weekend "Spqrefare" - all day Soturday and
SundCry.'.
Plus a new fare for students of any age: . .
32¢ Ride for only Full·Time SludGnm wUh a $14.00
Unl1m1ted Ride Monthly Jlass (basedon an average
of 44 rides in a calender month), For sale at the BSU
SUB.City Hall. BUSHeadquarters. 300 S,Avenue A
Plus. :: Free Transfers
Plus .. ;ChlldIen under ..,6 ..years of age ride' FREE
when accompanied by an adult.
Fares and em improving lIYStem go
hand inhand. We're there when
you need us to keep our promise.
We can gel
you therel
. . '. ,
&'.,....;11._'. -'.,\!&Iot. ....
.Enhance Your Career
Opportuni ties
wilhan
MBA
from UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
J.
A representative of the Master of Busine~s A~mi~istra!ion
program at Utah State University will be meetmg With interested
students on Tuesday, February 2, 1982. Juniors and Seniors froll).
all disciplines are invited to attend. FOTfurther informatio~ and
appointments, contact Boise State University Career. Planning &.
Placement, Room 123, Administratio~ Bldg., Extension 1747. .
fl'.
. Sulking and Ferreting not your
Bag? Find it the easy way, by
learning where it is. Sign up for a
2 :tour of the BSU Library at the
Reference Desk today..,
"
BRONCO -VS- VANDALS
25¢ DRAFTS DURING GAME
Every Sunday' NOON - 1 AM
..25¢ DR~FTs.. ~~~~~
•• •
BRASS' ,LAMP GIGGLE NIGHTS
".dn.sdoys & Thufsdoysot Vista
572 Vista AV..9:00tlll close
$ i.50Pltchets
S2.000ffMed.PlzzQS
$3.00 Off Giant Pizzas
$J.OO OffJnd. Pizzas
VISTA 344-654i
UNIJlERSlrY.NEWS.jAfl2".F¥B.2,,,PAG~fJ.· '.....
, .' .... "',~ "., "" ' : ,.'!; ':~..,
--'~".-~~"'""'- ,
stressed how all was quiet and serene, how
truly unflappable theprevading peace was
at BJC. However, there was something
remarkable that tookrplace during. his
presidency: "The· Unamerjcan .Activities
The
Presidents
• ('ollfil1l1l!dfr.om cover
ways was the footbridge connecting BJC
with Julia Davis Park." ..'
. The year after that visionary experience,
Armstrong was elected ASS president. The
campus had yet to grow; the only place to
go from there was up. One 'building, the
Administration building, .. was .used .for
everything, from records keeping-to library
to classroom in the upper levels. Before the
Administration building was completed,
Annstrong and 200-250 classmates
Armstrong; football fight
WWII.
attended school in St. Margaret's Hall,
originally an Episcopal girl's academy. SL
Margaret's, opened as Boise Community
· College in 1932, represented the school's
embryonic stage until Boise Junior College
was born in 1938. In 1940, September 4, the
college made the big move to what was
previously the site of the old municipal.
airport. Campus development has taken on
onward, aggressive approach to growth
ever since.
Meanwhile, earth-shaking events were
taking place in the world; the. cancerous
spread of nazism had blown into full-scale
war in Europe; and Japan's rising sun burst
forth with a war machine that was
~.
Ii
1
I
I
term was reduced on account of the
ongoing war). From West Point, he went to
the. Army infantry (serving in Vietnam
. twice.) He now holds' the position of
admissions officeratWidener College, a
small militarycollege in Philadelphia. .
Looking back over 'his term asASB
president, Armstrong searched for some
accomplishments that he could claim for
his administration's credit. "Traditionally,
student government doesn't accomplish
much, does it?" he said. "I hate to say that
'we didn't accomplish more ..we did raise
enough money. to put the pep.iband in
uniform--it was a dandy little pep
"band--and we came up with a fight song set
to the tune of the Beer BarrelPolkawhich
carried over for a long, long time ....
Armstrong searched his memory for
another noteworthy- event that took place
on campus, and rememberedthat Idaho's
U.S. Senator William Borah, the great
progressive Republican of the Senate
Foreign r kelatlons Committee was
eulogized on campus. Borah was a primary
proponent of isolationism, and opposed
U.S. involvement in World War ~I1.
Borah's close friend, Senator Arthur H.
Vanderburg, (also anon-interventionist,
untiLPear Harbor) performed the service.
Borah died January 9, 1940.
Bakes 1948..1949
_The following decade included former
ASB president John Bloriaga.. now
presidentof.the U.S. Oregon Bank, Idaho
Supreme Court Chief' Justice, Robert
Bakes, president in 1948-49, and another
war, this time in Korea.
"Enrollment was way down to less than
400 students because many of the men who
were in World War II were called back to
the Ylrean' War, many of them being
Nat' I·Guard .Airsquadsmen and engin-
e .udge Bakes explained. Was there
any sign of the anti-war activism during
that time? No, Bakes. said, demonstrating
over the Korean war just wasn't done, even
if that war was draining the college of
students. "That generation was the
generation born and raised in the
Depression-they didn't do those kinds of
things. That happed in the '60s, but not in
our time.":::::--.,...,...~=
",.. we did raise enough money to put the pep. band in uniform ... ~,
unprecedented for the island nation's size
and strength. Said Armstrong, "We knew
they (Japan) had gone to arms--all that
remained for us to get involved was to get
bombed." The United States didn't have
too long to wait; Pearl Harbor, December
7, 1941, was blitzed by Japanese bombers; ,
the U.S. joined the war in earnest. Not even
Boise, Idaho, nor BJC, went unscathed in
the face of Japanese attack.
One of the incidences that directly
affected Boise and the college the most
during the war was the Morrison-Knudsen
contract to construct airfield bases on
islands in the Pacific defense chain. (Guam
is one of the U.S. protectorate islands in the
Mariana system ·that made up the defense
chain).
Because M-K was the prime contractor
for the project, theintemational construc-
tion firm hired many Boise civilians .to
build the defense airfields. But a tragic
surprise was in store: "Those M-K workers
became Prisoners of War and they
remained POW's until the end of the war,"
Armstrong said. "Many of them were my
friends. Many of them were never found."
"Naturally, M·K was trying to' benefit.the
unemployed young people (of Idaho), but it
kind of back-fired."
A.rterUaduating, Armstrong stayed out
of school and worked a y~ar fora wholesale
·grocery outlet thatservic,ed independent
· grocers struggling to survive the fast-rising
competitioll of the ~hainfood stores,
When . the .'year's work was up"
Armstrong completed his schooling at West
Point MilitatyAcademyin three years (the
J:
Bakes indicated that the campus was a
very sleepy, quiet place where "they rolled
up the sidewalks at dark" and where the
Student Union Building was "just a place
dormitory kids ate and congregated to play
bridge;" The average student was 20 years.
'.old, and he. said, and there really was no
Idaho Supreme Court Chief Justice, Robert.
Bakes. . .
campus life. to speak of. The overall
atmosphere according to Bake~,· "was more
like a high school." '
. Though his' ter'm as president was not
exactly titillating, Judgj: Bakes said "They
"were satisfying times,qot exciting tirt)es. "
Spackman 1958..1959
. The KO,reanwlU'ended in 19S8.·That·was
the .period wilen Egypt. closed. the Suez.
Canal,Sputnik. s urred·Americaris·· to
. step. up. their sp~c~pr?gram, . an? the
Eisenhower administration experienced
~eacetiine: It was also the year the Gleora
Spackman (now GleoraTacobson), was
elected ASBpresident.
After the end of the Korean war, "there
were lots ofG.I. students atBJC."
Jacobson recalled in an interview in her
old, high-ceil1nged office located in
downtown Boise. She works there as the
chief case worker for Sen. James McClure.
..Seated in a roomy armchair on the other
side of the polished oak conference table,
Jacobson, a tiny woman with deep brown
eyes, looked engulfed.
Jacobson majored in education and
eventuallyjaught elementary school in
Minnesota and Idaho. However, she found
: teaching geared too much towards playing
mother and disciplinarian in the classroom
rather than fulfilling the role of instructor.
After two years she arrived at the
conclusion that a career in elementary
education was not for her. ')1 wasn't
satisfied with the direction education was
going. You're too young to remember when
they taught Ute three R's--when I taught,
. there was too much. raising the child in the
classroom,which reduced education from
Gleora Spackman: lending ofl "really
dumb" panty raids.
teaching the things that should have been
taught in the home to being taught in the
schools."
"I believe the pendulum will swing
back-it has to. What is education teaching
kids when they graduate without even being
able to balance' a checkbook?", said
.Jacobson.
Fat and contented" the '50s is a period
well-known in American history as a time
of great wealth and production that
spawned fins on Cadillacs, roller skating
drive-in hops, and the advent of home
electric appliances.· The '50s were also
notorious for being a time when students
were politically dormant, for being a time
to concern oneself with such activities as'
parity raids, not politics.
"No, there was no politiking on
campus," Jacebson said, "Except a panty
raid, there was no big action taking place."
IA panty raid? "It was real dumb. I guess
that some of the guys had heard about them
happening on some other campus, so they
had.to try one out at BJe. They only got
one pair of pants off washline in the
basement girls' dorm washroom. It was
really dumb."
The education process at BJC lent an
innervisionary perspective to Jacobson,
whose term as ASB president may not
have been a valuable asset to her career, but
was valuable, she said, "Because I got to
kh.)w and work with faculty members and
see the problems teachers undergo. My
presidential term was valuable in that I got
. to witness the educational' process and see
the inner workings of the college."
CUriously enough, Jacobson never used
her -stint as ASB president as a job
reference. Why? "I don't know--I guess I
thought it would be bragging," she said.
Colberg 1960..1961
ASBpresident inl960-6 I , Cal Colberg is
now the manager of Treasure Valley Ready
Mix Concrete-which is the COmpany
incidentally, that. has contracted to pour'
all concrete for BSU's Multi-purpose
Pavilion, the. sports-entertainment complex
that is .now nearing the flnal stages of
construction.Concrers mixing and pouring
Seems a -strange .profession for a
psychology-soclotogy.. major. But what
Golberg , had . really wanted
to' go into' after graduation was drug
enforcement. But, he said, "I decided to
back out of that when Igot married."
Memorable tales of student activism on
t~e junior college were not exaCtly awmting
(IlScovery, nor bursting for thechanee to be
told. . Colberg, like .his predecessors,
The newlyweds: Cal and Gwen Colberg,
/960.
Committee that was going on at that point
in California, "Colberg explained, "sort of
effervesed uri to Idaho when theywarited to
hold arally at the college .. But 'we .said to
them, 'Definitely not!' .. The students were
absolutely opposed to them." But true to
the good old middle-of-the-road political
nature of the campus and community, the
anti-red rally, as Colberg stressed, "really
wasn't a big thing. I doubt if.any, of the
students really knew about it." He and
about five others attended the meeting,
which was held across the street instead of
on campus where the group originally
wanted to hold the meeting. Response
from the city, as well as attendance from
the college, was low .. "It didn't really get
off the ground--they Just came and left."
Colberg counted the family togetherness.
that pervaded the. relationship among
students, faculty and the administration as
one of the highlights of his' presidency.
"There really wasn't much of a rumble
, down there-no politiking at all. I feel that
the students and the faculty pulled really
well together-there weren't any bumps. I
loved it, it was really a super experience. "
"The ASB, "he continued, "was allowed
a certain amount of mortey--$20,OOP or
$25,000. Strictly the students controlled
the funds. We were given free rein to use it
as we wished'. But you know we weren't
bananas--it was a whole different world--
we were a family-It was like the old
vine-covered university of the past."
"It was a gift, a super experience.
wouldn't trade it for anything."
Gates 1961..1962
If Colberg's term fell within a time
period that seems lackluster in the political
arena, the Sheila Gates Matthews' made up
for it. .Mauhews' 1961-62 term coincided
Sheila Gates likes doing things in twos~..
with the Kennedy-Nixon presidential
campaign,which drew a large amount of
student involvement. No longer politically
apathetic, students went around sporting
Kennedy hats and Nixon Aides buttons.
As ASB vice-president,Sheila Matthews
(then Sheila Gates)automatically became
president of'the 1961"62 student body when
the original president, Robert· Swanson,
had to drop the office because of'-Iow
grades (students in ASB positions must
maintain a 2.25 or better average .to keep
their posts). ' ,
Today, Matthews seems to perform well
in sets of two; after twoyearsof' college,
she got married, and had two children. She
return'ed to Boise State University inl976,
got her B.S. in pSYchology,and then two
years . later, went.· after her masters in
psychology atthe College of Idaho in 1978.
Now divorced, sbebolds two jobs as a
counselor in private practice and as a
Continuedtopage / / •
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GRAND OPENING: FEB1
\J
cf!;UtltaiJ1
6<Yeli
215 Main St.
Deli Sandwiches - Hamburgers -
Torpedos- Fountain
NOW OPEN, FOR DINNER
House Specials Each Night.
2 for 1 DRINKSDURING'OPENING WEEK
FEB1-8! OPEN 7 am tiB9 pm.
, ,:~i. '
. PUT YOUR DEGREE. "
TOWORK.
Whate"er your degree will, be. the Navy can give )'011a management
position (lf vou 9.ualif~·I;You'll get technical training and managerial
experience. 'rhe Ji\avy offers managerial positions in the following areas: '
ELECTRONICS. ENGINEERING
INVENTQRYCONTROL/PURCHASING
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS ' '
,AII,you need is a minimum of a BS/BA degreelsummer graduates
rnav inquire I.be no-more than 34 yearsold.be able to pass aptitude
and ph\'Sical examinations 'and qualify for security clearance.
, lUiS. 'citizenship required I.Your, benefits package includes 30 days'
earned annual yacation. medlcal/dental/low cost life insurance " . '
coverage plu50lher tax-free incentives. If vou're interested in gaining,
.,monageria!ond,technical re.sponsibilities{asto' call the Xaval .
. ' MsnagementPr.ogramsOfflce at 800-547-6737 Toll Free "
" or send a letter to: NAVY OPPORTUNITIES,Rm470,
, ',', .•'~46960verlandRdBojse 10 83705;
"
MafnStreet.News
,471 Main Street
344-662~
MAGAZIN'ES- STATIONERY ..;..NEWSPAPERS
r 200
Tit1~s ofDomestic and European Magazines 'and .Joumals, .
Newspapers and Periodicals
" ':- ". .:'
Fine Stationery Products
Paper by the Pound,
Sunday Seattle Times, LA.Times, N.Y.Times
Opening Feb....ary .,1982
MONDAYTHRl.J FRIDAY-8-9 SAT. & SUN. 10-6
..~
105, S. 6th
(OLD BOISE)
FeBturing
Live Music ' ,
New Dance Floor
PoolRoom'
Backgammon Room
***"*
GRAND OPENING
SPECIALS
, Wed.~1.8diesHite 2 for 1
Thurs.-Bud Night $1:50
Pitcher ..
Fri.-Dynamite Nite , ,
,'Schnapps & Beer $1.00
Sat.-Ole', Hite7S'Shots '
.' Siln;~50',RedBeers, -.
'-~'.',,':".'->''-,",' '.,
the audience appreciate the meaning of
Cervantes' work. In an effort to
accomplish this,.Norman and Kim Schuh
have been conducting discussions about the
play with community book clubs and high
school literature classes, while Elliott and
several members of the cast have been
performing songs from the show and
leading discussions at Boise service club
meetings. In all, over 5000 people will have
had a sneak preview of the show before
opening night.
The opening night show, Jan. 29, kicks
off the university's anniversary celebration.
The festivities will. begin at the Boise Red
Lion Downtowner with cocktails at 6 pm.
and dinner at 6:30. Curtain time is 8:45 in
the Special Events Center and tickets,
which are $75 each for dinner and the
performance, can. be reserved by tele-
phoning Linda Koloski at 385-1503.
Regular performances of the-show will
begin at 8:15pm Jan. 30-31, Feb. 4-7, and
Feb. 11-14. All seats are $5.00 and all
proceeds from this production will go to a
student scholarship fund.
The Special Events Center will open
The ImpossibleThe
Presidents Dream
- ('UII/illlledfmlli fJ"~t! fJ »Cnntinuedtront puge 7
part-time financial aid counselor at BSU.
Looking back on the term, Matthews
said that schoolwork,comblned with a
part-time job and the unpaid position as
ASB president, was extremely difficult to
manage. Nevertheless, she' said, "the
exposure is a terrific confidence builder,
and is a real exciting and interesting way to
see how an institution works."
What about feminism on campus at that
time? Was Matthews inclined to get
involved? "Certainlyl . I feel very strongly
about women's rights. But women weren't
aware of their capabilities then. Nor were
they encouraged to seek them out," she
said.
III Part l/ of The Presidents' Chronicle:
SO Years of' Student Government, Ms.
Fereday interviews former ASB presidents
Dyke Nally, Doug Shanholtz, Rob Perez,
Mike Cramer, and Sally Thomas, as well as
present ASBSU president, Tony Lund ..
Theatre Dept. chairman Fred Norman and
Music Dept. chairman Wilbur Elliott. BSU
Opera Theatre director Victor Chacon, will
play the multiple .role of Cervantes,
Quijana, and Quixote. "This show has
come together through the co-operation of
so many people," said Norman, "that it's'
impossible to place the credit in anyone
area. Every one of the 80 or 90 people who
have worked to make this happen deserves
every bit as much credit as Will or myself."
"Man of La Mancha was chosen as the
anniversary show," Elliott said, "because
its theme, The Impossible Dream, lends
itself to Boise State's history so well. To
start a college in 1932, in the very heart of
The Depression, and to see where it has
come in fifty short years is. truly, an
impossible dream come true."
Directors Norman and Elliott feel that
Man of La Mancha must be more than
just entertaining; that it is imperative that
nightly at 7: 15 and seating will begin at,
7:30. There will be no seating after 8:10.
A copy of Man of La Mancha can be
obtained at the BSU Bookstore and tickets
are available at the Union' Station' in the
SUB, 8am to 9pm.
Mr. President
relate to others, and try to get our lives in
order again. It wasn't bad enough we had
to fight a war no one wanted to win, but we
then came home .to be rejected by the
people.
Veterans need programs to compensate
'them for their needs, to return them to the
mainstream of life and adjust to society, as
employed, tax-paying citizens.
Many of the Vietnam veterans are in
V.A. Hospitals, where no one wants them
and poor conditions seem to be getting no
-better, Our country must consider the needs'
of these veterans, or who will fight the next
war?
Please Mr. President, do not forsake us
who served.
Jack Landers
In a Boston hospital
a love' affair ends,
a new one begins,
a'Doctor battles
his patient,
and a man Iearns
the true meaning
of eeurage,
Whose,UIe is it anyway?
MetrocGoIdwyn-Mayer Presents A COONEY-SCHUTE PRODUCTION'
RICHARD DREYFUSS· JOHN CASSAVETES '
A John Badham Film
"WHOSE LIFE IS ITANYWAY?"
Starrin CHRISTINE' LAHTI' SOB BALABAN' Executive Pr?duCers MARTIN C.SCHUTE and RAY COONEY' Production Designed by GENE CALLAHAN
g Director of Photography MARIO TOSI,A.S.C.. MuSICby ARTHUR B. RUBIN-STEIN' SCreenplay by BRIAN CLARK and REGINALD ROSE
Based on the Stage Play 'WHOSE LIFE IS ITANYWAY?' by BRIAN CLARK', Produced by LAWRENCE P. BACHMANN, Directed by JOHN BADI::AM
., . .' RESTRICTED~ Metrocolor" @ll'82METRC-GOLOWYN-MAYERFILMCO,andSLME.NTERTAJ!'lMENT LTD, MGMG--"'~:~ni~~~
R·.UNDER 11 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYI.NG " • •PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN
NOW PLAYING AT ATHEATRENEARVOU'
'..
.';
from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm for 6 I
. weeks. "
For more information contact
the Area .Health Education
Consortium . at 336-5100 . Ext. '
306... .
remarks • are usually estimated to
be about 20 .percent).
Copies' of the' article are
available at $1.85 by purchasing
that day's issue of the Post •
September 6,1981. (The article
appeared on page Col}. Write The
Washington fast, 1150 15th St.,
NW, Washington,.DC 20071 and
allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. Or
view on' microfilm at BSU
library ...
··(tllI/llllli'll/mlll 11(/~('5 sonJackson Day Banquet" Jan;'
30; in Boise.
Gov. Evans, a Malad native, is
a . long-time businessman . and
rancher, and has been involved in
state politics for more than 30
years . .He is active in a number of
civic and .professional groups
including the National Governors
Association, Kiwanis and Rotary.
Gov. Evans is a forrnetlegislator,
former mayor of Malad and has
served as Governor since 1977.
The Jefferson-Jackson Day
.Banquet is the major fundraising
event for the Idaho Democratic
Continued to page /4 •
Sexual HarassmentRN.Refresher
In an extensive article-on sexual'
harassment of students by profes-
sors. The Washingt on Post
estimated approximately 110,000
female students, or. 2. percent,
receive bribes or threats for sexual
activity: The estimate was based
on several studies as well as
interviews . with administrators
handling. complaints. (Estimates
of sexual harassment in general;
which would include other behav-
ior as well- such as fondling,
kissing, ogling, leering and sexual
Nurses interested in returning
to active practice should take the!
clinical component for the Idaho
Refresher Course for Registered
Nurses, scheduled' for March 2 -
ApriIl5, .J982 atfhe Veterans
Administration Medical Center in
Boise.
The clinical component will
include 64 hours of class time and
80 hours of clinical experience on
medical and surgical wards; The
class will meet 3 days per week,
Babvsitters
Need a .babysitter? The. BSU
Residence Hall Association is
compiling an. updated Spring
Semester list, of babysitters for
BSU personnel and students. For
information, contact Liz Boerl,
Resident Director, The Towers.at
385-3201.
J"J to Honor Evans
GOV. John V. Evans will. be
honored during the 1982 Jeffer-
Weekdays 9:30' to 9:00 Saturday 9:00 to 7:00 Sun11:00 to' 6:00
e TI1l!lsu~. -",
Pullover Powder Jackets with
3M "Thinsulate" Insulation
Mens and Ladies sizes:
List $95 74?5"360'; Ski BindingR,g.l'2", 8999
Distinctive black and silver
binding features
uncompromising .
performance for safety and
convenience,
It's 1982's skiwear discovery!
Experience new levels of
comfort and warmth with
3M"Thinsulate" insulation,
Red and black racing
binding with programmed
diagonal release is Tyrolia's
mostcornpetetive binding.
Mens sizes: Reg. $125
799,5
Reflex .
" All Reflex Poles '25%off .' ,~ .. , Wool Blend Hi-risediIaNDi 'Gaitor Ski Pants
M~~s~~dtadi~s sizes
IKflUE!IS5L
Il"RedStarRS" Ski Reg. $245 '8995A high performance ski designed for fast paced I
recreational skiing. .
::I,cROSSIGNOL .
List $130 9995
Proportioned to fit stretch ski
pants have padded krtees and
your choise of matching or
contrasting nylon oxford
gaiters, #872,873
.. "FR" Ski Reg. $270 21
This competition slalom ski is designed for the '
aggressive fall-line skier and race
BUZZARD
6.
"Firebird Comp" Ski Reg. $245 . 14 7
Top of the line racing ski. Quick slalom type ski " '.
gives good response in soft snow. . •
Dynamic
UR-17andMD-6 20% off 2-PieceCoordinated Ski Suits
Ladies sizes: Reg. $125
6995
"Flexon 5" Boot
Reg. $230
17998
. 1 == l
!. , '. '. .
-,GARItO..,. Hilnlln
You'll look sensational on the
slopes in these 2-piece ski' outfits
insulated with Hi-loft polyester .
Your Choice Only
4488Entire Stock Ski Boots
Full grain leather ski gloves are'
insulated with extra-warm hi-loft
polyester nn, #811 ,812
Entire Stock
1.995
Sporty looking rack
holds 2 pairs of skis.
Locks for security.
Fits most cars:
Ski Boots Values to $220
Mens and Ladies Leather
Ski GlovesValues to $225 50.
Fairview store only
Top of the.line boot
withribbed front for
precise control of flex . 4995
.. BO,ISE-219MAIN BOISE 5804FAIRVIEW
NAMPA - 1031'Nampa -'Caldwen.BIVd..
III Heart Finds Health 'Through Jogging ,
The Running Antidote
by john Odziemek ' .
Denny Freeburn, Director of BSU's Student Union Building, poses after scaling the
heights of Table Rock.
Top Tourney oraws Wrestlers
At the age of 30, one usually doesn't
worry about heart attacks, heart disease, or
death. However, at 30, Denny Freeburn,
Director of Student Activities at Boise State
had cause to worry.
In the early part of 1975, Freeburn began
to feel what he called "unusual" pains. At
the same time, he smoked two packs of
cigarettes a day, was overweight, and
lacked the amount of 'physical activity
necessary to stay healthy,
For several months after the discomfort
began, he went to see, several doctors.
Finally, he was diagnosed bya University
of Minnesota cardiologist who said
Freeburn had coronary heart disease; a
condition that reduces 'the blood flow'
Twelve wrestlingteams from throughout
the West, along with Boise, State, will
participate in the 18th Annual Mountain
Intercollegiate Wrestling Association' tour-
nament Jan. 29-30 on the campus of the
U.S. Air Force Academy in Colorado'
Springs, Colorado. ,
Brigham Young University, Utah, Utah
State" Weber State" Wyoming, New
Mexico, Boise State, Montana; Montana
State" Idaho State, Hum"oldt .State, Cal
Poly SLO and host Air Force will be among
the field.
"As usual, this is a very talented field,"
head coach Mike Young comments,' "This
is one of the best tournaments around.
This is, the tournament that helps' to
evaluate our personnel and is also helpful in
getting our young people-the: experience
they need prior to the Big Sky
Championship at the endof February."
. Young thinks the favorites going to the
tourney are BYU and Cal Poly, but said
"there are a number of other schools that
will play majorroles inthe final outcome."
As for the Broncos, they are trying to
turn things around in the MIWA
tournament; BSUisl-5 on the season after
dropping,five straight dual meets, but then
turned around to defeat, Weber State last
. Friday,22-21. ': ",' ,',' ,,'
,Thegtapplers were trailing lfi.21 'goinp,
into the heavyw.eightmatch. butsophrJ-
through the coronary, arteries to the heart
. muscle:
Doctors put him on a low-cholesterol
diet, advised him to quit smoking,' and'
most importantly, told him to increase his
amount of physical exercise. Even with this
.stringent program along with prescription
drugs, his pain persisted and' his disease
grew worse.
After an angiogram, which is basically an
X-ray of the body's arteries, Freeburn's
condition worsened, and eventually he
could barely "muster up enough energy to
cross a street without 'medication."
"My conditioh grew worse and the only
thing left to do was open heart surgery:"
Thus,he underwent coronary triple-bypass
surgery during December of 1975.
more John Bauman pinned Weber's Shaun
, Allen in 5:21 'to give him the match and
BSU it's first win of the season
"That. was a big win for us," said
Young. "It should definitely help.us going
into the MIWA, but first we have to go up
against Weber State on Wednesday (Jan.
27),which isa fine team. We will know a
lot more about our chances to win the Big
Sky after this week is over.'
Women's
Gymnastics
What beats watching Bullwinkle at 12:00
p.m, this Saturday? Watching the women's
gymnastic team compete in Bronco gym
against British., Columbia and Seattle
University. The tumblers are 4-0 ln
Division Hcompetitionso far and 7-7
overall. '
'In an earlier contest Jan. 22,the tumblers
defeated the University of Idaho i'27.65 to
120.65. Martha Howard led the way for
BSU, scoring32~lSPoint~, '.
Janelle Maynilld scored the same amount' ,
of paints the next day for the gymnasts 1lS','
she' led" BSU to' victories over' Eastern
Washirigton ',University, Seattle UniversIty
aild. Spokane Community College. , " '
During the mid-70s, coronary bypass
surgery was new, but the success rate was
high, said Freeburn. However, he added
that doctors really hadn't seen anybody as
young as him with heart disease.
Freeburn's family has a history of heart
disease, but in his case, the biggest
contributing factor was a lack of exercise,
Therefore, doctors prescribed exercise ...
to get outside and take sliort walks
everyday. And that's what he did.
'''After several months," Freeburn said"
"I was walking ali average of 3-4 miles a
day. Also at the same time period, I was
working at Linfield College in Oregon and
my boss there suggested to me a small type
. of running format."
"I bought a jogging book, then followed
its instructions," he said. "First I would
walk 50 yards then rest, then run 50 yards
then rest, and so on. Finally I ran one lap
and then one mile."
After referring to himself as a "walking
cripple," Freeburn began to recuperate.
Freeburn became more serious about
running a year after surgery, andcompeted
in his first race at the end of 1976. After the
'76 race, Freeburn became obsessed with
running and in 1977, he started thinking
about a marathon. '
From barely being able to walk a block
three years' before, Denny Freeburn
competed in his first marathon race in May
of 1978.
Freeburn trained for the marathon like
any other runner would; running 50-60
miles a week, following the book and
philosophies of other runners.
Since Freeburn began running, he hasn't
suffered from any type of heart problem,
except for minor muscle spasms, and has a
check-up every year. But more importantly,
, his life,and health haven't ever been better.
Freeburn reflected on his post-surgery
condition:
"The first six weeks to months after
surgery, there was a lot of psychological
and, physical problems. I would get all
kinds of thoughts ... depression. All of a
sudden I'd get better, then worse," he said,
Freeburn said: "Since the surgery,' I
haven't smoked one cigarette, went on a
well-balanced diet and haven't quit
running."
The 37-year-old has competed in eight
marathons altogether and just, finished the
sixth annual Les Bois marathon' in, his
personal best of 3 hours, 19 minutes, a time
which equals 7.6 minutes per mile.
Freeburn has averaged two marathons a
year, after first competing in Vancouver
B.C. Since then', he has competed in
marathons in Seattle, Portland, Lincoln
and Omaha, Nebraska, South Dakota, and
Boise. '
Freeburn is still putting in his miles every
week and continues to stay, healthy, but
suffered tom ligaments in his leg about
three weeks ago. -
To compensate for running, Freeburn
has chosen a bicycle for exercise ... "but that
doesn't do the trick," he.said,
, Freeburn ,said, "I've been very hardto
live with these last couple of week's (because
he hasn't been running), "but 1guess Ws a
better, habit than smoking."
SportsCalendar'
January
, '21: Wrestline; BSU at Weber State
(7:00pm) ,
29: Women's Basketball: BSU vs,
Montana,BroncoGym (7:3Oprtt)
29-30'~ W.restline~BSU atM.I.W.A~
Tournament at Air Force Madeiny (All
Dl!y) ,
'30: Women's Basketball; BSU vs. Mont~-;
State.Bronco Gym (7:30pm). ...
Gymnastic$~ BSU,vs. British &Iufubiaand'
Seattle U~iversity, Bronco, Gym (noon)
Me~'sBasketball~ BSU at UniversitY6f
Idalto(7:30 pm) , , ,
Girls Greet
Montanans
The Boise State women's basketball team
will face' two Northwest Women's
Basketball League opponents this Friday
and Saturday when they take on Montana
and Montana State in Bronco Gym at 7:30
prn, respectively.
The women cagers are currently 9-7 on
the season after two wins on the road
against Alaska-Anchorage Jan. 22-23.
In the lirst contest on Friday, the
Broncos withheld a late charge, and
downed Alaska 75-73. Karla Meier led the
way for BSU with a 23-point effort.
In Saturday's contest, the Broncos had
no problem with the Seawolfs and downed
them by more than 10 points.
Vandals; Bronc's
Square Off
In Moscow
Boise State will knock on the door of
host Idaho this Saturday at 8:00 p.rn. in the
Vandal's Kibbie Dome for men's basketball
action.
Both teams have just suffered two losses
in a row; the vandals' against Montana and
Notre Dame, and the Broncos' coming
against Montana and Montana State.
BSU is now 9-9 on the season and the U
of I is 16-2, after previously being ranked
8th in the nation and undefeated.
While the Vandals' haven't been beaten
on their home court for 28 games, the last
, team to beat them were the Broncos; and if
BSU plays their game, Idaho may have to
start a whole new streak. '
The Broncos are led this year by 6-9
junior Jim Maldonado who is averaging
, better than 17 points per game,6.2,
, rebounds and 1.5 assists. Other Broncos
that have contributed impressively are
Terry Lee, VinceHinchenand Eric Bailey.
Meanwhile,the Vandals also sport a
talented'iearn. One of which is Ken owens,
a 6-0 senior who averages 16 points a
contest and 5.1 rebounds. The four other
Vandals in double ligures in points per
game are Gordie Herbert, Phil Hopson,
Kelvin Smith and Brian Kellerman.
The victory is essential to both clubs as
the Big Sky race is very close this year.
Idaho is 5-1, while the Broncos are 3~3.
Runners Break
Cabin Fever
The Boise State men's and .women's
track team will, travel to Portiand this
Saturday to, participate in the Oregon
Indoor Invitational. '
Only 'several members will participate' in
the Invitational. which is intended to give
the Broncos a taste of indoor competition.
Three meets have already been cancelled
this year and head coach Ed Jacoby said,
that the team is hungry for competition.
" Last week, the thinclads were supposed
to competein a triangular meet with Idaho
State and Weber State.in Pocatello. But
because of'road closures between Mountain
Home and Pocatello, the Broncos had to
turnaround. "yve were verY4isappointed
with our inability to make it th .Pocatello
for, the meet;" said Jacoby. 'iThis is the
third time, that. a meet has been cancelled
this year; Our kids are, hungry for some
competition." And competition they'll get.
.Jacoby said the Portland meet "is a
large, prestigious meet" that will have some
of.the top competition in the Northwest.
Among those competing in the 'Portland
meet are Roy Give:ts(hurdles),JakeJacoby
(hurdles and high jump), Dave Kerby (pole
vault), yair Mackler (shot put),Tom
Rothenberger (mile run), Gene Stone and
Paul Murphy, (1000 meters): The four:"
member men's mile relay team will also,
,compete. along with three members. of "the
women's team. '
"'Jacoby also ',said,.that,'thereis8Iso 'a
possibility that otlier 111embersofthe team:
,wiUtravelto Pr~lVo, Utah to~ompete'in the
, BYU, Invitational on. the same day. '
I!;
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The University News is
published weekly by the
students of Boise State
University. Contributions
and advertising are solicited;
the editors reserve all rights.
Offices are located on the
2nd floor of the SUB. Hours
8:30 t05:00 Monday through
Friday. 385"1464.
Get a full year:ofThe
University News for $6,
delivered to your door by an
agentof the-UiS.
Government to boot. Allow
that agent two weeks to
deliver The University News,
1910 University Dr. Boise, ID
83725.
Name:
Address:
City: St. ,Zip
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Get to Know Elsie. Meet Eric..
The University Library--wherethe
action is. Free tours; now tiIthe
,end ·ofJanuary .. Sign up vat
Reference Desk or call 385"3301. .
Party., In •addition, to ,Governor'
Evans and his wife, other guests '
.will includeformer-Senator Frank
Church and former Governor and
Interior Secretary Cecil D. An:
drus.
In "a' proclamation designating
1982 as BoiseStateUniversity's
Golden Anniversary Year,' Gov.
John' Evans described the school
(;)
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'as ,','a standard of. excellence in
education." .
"Zeal, determination, pride;
perserverance ',and· perspiration
have been the building blocks of
Boise State and we are' all the
beneficiaries of this rich heritage
and legacy," Evans said ...
Search & Rescue
Idaho Mountain Search and
. Rescue Unit, Inc., a private
non-profit' corporation, is a
volunteer organization dedicated
to saving lives. The unit is
'currently seeking active volun-
teers.
Training.includes instruction in
search types, mountaineering,
technical rescue, winter camping,
helicopter safety, and wilderness
,navigation:
The 40 member organization is
the primary search team for Boise
County, and Valley County when
needed. It receives an average: of
14 calls per year, 8 or 9 of which
actually require going out into the
field.'
It takes 3 months of training to
become useful in the field;
. however, one and a half years
: oftraining is necessary to become
a fully qualified mountain rescue
technician.
Meetings are held each Tuesday
at the Ada County Public Safety
building, 7200 Barrister, at 7:30
pm.. .
The first Tuesday of the month
is slated for a general meeting, the
2nd Tuesday is for emergency
medical technicians" continuing
education, the 3rd Tuesday is for
the classroom portion of field
training, and the last Tuesday of
the month is for a, business
meeting. The weekend following
the 3rd Tuesday is reserved for
field training.
Call Otis Kenny, rescue coor-
dinator, at 385-3348 or 344-9028
for more information .....
feathers by brian bechtel
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"Brother, can you~pare a Quebzog?:'
- Phoebe&: the Pigeon People by Jay Lynch & G8.fYWhitney
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The Real PuzzleN General Information
p
by Don RublD .
"And now,ladiesand
gentlemen, it gives us great
pleasure to introduce the
Chairman or the Special ..
Subcommittee's Blue Ribbon
Panel on Bureaucracy, a man
whose credentials almost .
speak for themselves ..,"
Each of the emblems and
insignia at the right repre-
sents a different department
or agency, etc., below. We'd
like you to match them up.
-Panama Canal Company
- Army Intelligence
-CIA
- Manhattan Project
- War Department,
Ordnance
. - secret Service
- Coast Guard Academy
- Boy Scouts .
, - AmericanLegion
-UN
- Federal MediatOr
- Department ofInterior
-VFW .
- GPO (Government
Printing Office)
-' "Valor'!
- Atol11ll for Peace
. -Medic
-'Engineer
. ...:;NASA
-'-'DAR
- Bl!l'eauof PrisOI\S
....,Narcotics' .
Fed upwltb tbesecrazy
puzzles? WouldypuJiketo8f1t.
eveQ witbDo1I RubiD iwd wiD
11010 boot? Then send your
origiDal ideufor a R~ Puz·
zJe totbis newspaper. All ,
entries Willbet:omepr6perty
o/UFS,lDc. fY.ooOlJ1y wiD the
big bucts Jf, we rise,oorpuz· •
,.de'tW;) ,"
.You'~uicibell~nrier.The:fusttlu'eepeOpletobring . 'r
'.theoorrectanswersJor tliis Week'sReaJ.FUu/eiotheSUB
UriionStaiionwurWintwo free tickets to a' StUd~t.: '.:..".. ': __',-"",' >" - '----':'." .. ',":' . ,c•• : :'. :,' "., '. :. . :': ,,_.;,~. '.,' • '.-
Punch'
C 1flIlhndl NlIL Ltcl. ~ LA n. Synd.
"I think I understand Wayne's drawing difficulties
'" "; now. Mr. Bradshaw, .. :. .
0..... -.... _lA.11ooIflloO.
"Yau know what I miss? Paper airplanes."
The Real PuzZ1eru'
Solu!ionNalIleographs
The.most commonly mistaken •...
nameograph was no. 5, a Chip-.
. pewa,whommanyof you
called "war chief" or worse,
. "chieftain."
Fraud, waste and
mismanagement is a drain on
time, energy, money and ethical
behavior. Ithappens in all sectors
of society , with ail types of jobs
and levels of hierarchy. Corporate
corruption, white collar crime, is
just as taboo as food stamp fraud
cases, only it isusually less
publicized. This Boise Primer lists
hotlines for sundry abuses, in the
public and private sectors:
Agriculture Depr.:
(800)424-1921*, Commerce
Dept.: (800)424-5197*,
Community Services
Administration: (800}424-8005*,
Defense Dept.: (800)424-9098*,
Education Dept.: (202)755-2770,
Dept. of Energy: (202)252-4073,
Environmental Protection
Agency: (202)245-3090, General
Accounting Office:
(800)424-5454*, and General
Services Administration:
(800)424-5210* ,
, Health and Human Services:
(202)472-4222, Housing and
Urban Development:
(202)472-4200, Idaho Human
Rights Commission:
(208)334-2873, Interior:
(800)424-5081*, Justice Dept.:
(202)633-3365, Deptof'Labor:
(800)424-5409*, Merit Systems
Protection Board: (202)635-7107,
Small Business Administration:
(202)653-7557, Transportation
Dept: (800)424-9071*, Treasury
Dept: (202)566-6900, Veterans
Administration: (202)389-5390.
If you're not sure who to
contact, call Federal Information:
334-1101, or Idaho State
Information: 334-2411.
(*Toll Free Numbers) .
.~
Tax refund$ Apply early with
tax experienced Accounting
graduate. Negotiable rates. Call
David at 336-6889.
Typing, word processing, trans-
cription,344~0194. Laura.
BSU credit in London, Avig-
non, C010gne, 1982-3. Scholar-
ships available. Sophomores,
Juniors, Seniors. Studies Abroad
Office. LA212. .
. Wanted: Students to sit on the
following committees: Book Ex-
change, Affirmative Action,
Athletic Board of Control;
Broadcast' Board, Commence-
ment Committee, Executive Food
Service, Handbook Committee,
Lobby, Matriculation, 'Election
Board, National Student Ex-
change,and Snack Bar Re-
modeling Committee. See Mary
Lou Virgil, ASBSU Offices, 2nd
floor, SUB.
Manitou.Park 'child care. Near
Broadway/Boise. Lunch,activi-
ties, group music. All ages
considered. 336-4857.
I,
Wanted: 'ASBSU Treasurer
applicantsl Must be a, business'
major with at least two semesters .
of completed accounting and a,
GPA of 2.25. Pick up applica-
tions in the ASBSUoffice on the
second floor of the Student Union
Building. Deadline for, applica-
tionsis ,February 19, 1982. ' '
The ASB,'Needs"Your"Hel
.:, ','
-.WEAR GlASSES AND '
'WANTTOFLY? '
. " "', ,', .' , ,
Be part of the Na\'Y aviation team -a Naval-Flight Officer, As 1\
flight officer. you'll be responsible for controlling complex. oh-board
weapons und navlgation systems on sophisticated Navy aircraft. As a
flight officer. you'll be givenadvanced technical training, You'll gain
early responsibility, And you'll have the chance for world,'. idetrave].
QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BA/FlS degree (summer grnduates
may inquire), Ar.plicnnts must be no more.than 29 years olu ami have
visioncorrectab e to 20/20, Relocation required. Applicants must
pass aptitude and physical examinations and qualify for security
clearance. U,S, citizenship required; .
FlENEFiTS: Excellent package includes 30days'('~r'nt;d annual'
vacation. Medicnl/dcntul/low cost, life.insurance coVerage and other
tax-Iree incentives, Dependents' benefits available. Promotion program
included: . ,.
PHOCE,DURE: S,end resume to, or call: Naval ~,1a,nagernent Programs. ,j' ,
Rm 470, 4696 Overland Rd., Boise, 10, 83705. 800-547-6737 Toll
Free. '
-------._ . -----,-..-, ---.----."---.--,-.--.--' _.--:-,..- --'--'·_'_-'-_0· -;-_'_
StudentsCJreneeded'to
'work ontheASB Election~
Committee. Also positions
available on Lobby
Committee end Broadcast
Board. See Marylou
Virgil ASB~2ndfloorSUB
385-11'47 or 385-1440
Improve your niemOOt
Order this memo board now-before you forget!
